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ABSTRACT
The present paper introduces weaker forms of separation axioms and
explores some of their properties.
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1. Introduciton. Almost every concept in topology is discussed in terms
of open sets'" In order to make non trivial and interesting statements abouc a space
it is necessary that the space possesses a fairly rich collection of open sets. In this
paper we shall study various degrees of such richness. We shall define a number of
related conditions all of which assert the existence of open sets which will contain
something else. For this reason, the conditions are known as separation axioms.
Seperation axioms may be thought of as a set of progressively stronger
conditions imposed upon a topological space to make it resemble a metric space.
As observed by Kelley [4], the terms regular, completely regular, normal etc. are
excellent examples of the time honoured custom of reffereing to a problem.
The T 2 -axiom, introduced by Hausdorff under the name of separability is
the most useful separation axiom especially where convergence is concerned.
D.S. Scott [9] has constructed a large class of T 0 spaces with interesting
applications to logic.
All metric spaces satisfy one such condition, namely the Hausdorff property.
There are other axioms of similar nature.
Jong Suh Park in the paper [8] has got many interesting results related
'With H-closed spaces. By using the notion of a-continuous maps, co-closure, coaccumulation point etc. various results are proved concerned with these concepts.
Anjali Srivastava and Sandhya Gupta in the paper [11] has got various
interesting results related with a-compact spaces and a characterization of aHausdorff spaces in terms of diagonal of X. By using the tools of a-Continuous
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maps, ro*-closure, o-Convergence of nets and o-Cluster points of nets etc.
Throughout the paper, spaces are topological spaces, symbols X, Y, Z are
used for topological spaces and f,g,h are used for maps between topological spaces.
For terms and notation not explained here we refer the reder to [3,10].
2. Weaker Forms of Separation Axioms. The section begins with the
following
2.1 Definition. A space Xis called a 0--T1 space if for every two distinct points x
and y of X, there exist open sets U and V such that
x e U,
yeV
and
x ~int Cl V,y ~Int Cl U.
2.2. Definition. Let X be a space. For a subset A of X the weak closure of A
denoted by Clro* (A) is defined by the set

Clro*(A)= {x e XI An Int Cl U

*+ for all open neighbourhoods U of x}.

2.3. Definition. A space X is called o-Hausdorf{ if for any two distinct points x
andy of X there are open neighbourhoods U of x and V of y such that Int Cl Un Int
Cl V=<P.
2.4 Proposition. A &--Hausdorff space is O--T1 .
Proof. Let X be a &--Hausdorff space. To prove that Xis O--T1, take x,yeX with
x:;ry.
Since Xis &--Hausdorff 3 open sets U and V of X satisfying Int Cl Urilnt ClV=+.
Clearly x ~Int Cl Vandy~ Int Cl U.
For if x

~

Int Cl V then by using the fact that U is open, Uc IntClU,

x ~ Int Cl U n Int Cl V, leading to a contradiction. By using same type of
argument we conclude that y ~ Int Cl U. Hence X is 0--T 1.
2.5. Proposition. Let X be a Hausdorff space, xeX and F be a compact subset of X
not containing x. Then there exist open sets U,V such that xeU, FcV and Int Cl U
n Int Cl V=<P.
Proof. Let y e F. Then y=t:x. Since Xis o-Hausdorff, there exist open set UY' VY such
that XE Uy, ye Vy and Int Cl

u; n Int Cl Vy =qi.

Varying points y in Y, we get a family {Vu jyeF} of open sets of X Clearly
the family W={Vy!yeF} forms an open over of F. Also Intczu; nlntCl~
all zeF. Since F is o-compact, there is a finite subfamily say
n

such that F ~ LJint Cl~.
i=l

n

Put

u = nu;i
i=l

n

and

v = LJintCl VY; .
i=l

lv:r

1

,

=+ for

Vy2 ,. • ., VYm J of flt

~
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Next we prove that U, V are the desired open sets of X,
i.e.

Int Cl Uri Int Cl V =

+.

Suppose on the contrary that
Int Cl Uri Int Cl V

=$

then there exists

ze IntClU riintClV
=>

zeintClU

and

ZE

=>

ze Int Cl (riu;,)

and

z e Int Cl (v Int Cl BVYi)

=>

z E Int (n Cl u;J

and

z e Int Cl {vlntCl VY;)

=>

z e ri(Int cz u;. )

and

z e lnt(v Cl Int Cl VYi}

=>

z E n(Int Cl u;,)

and

z e v(_cz Int Cl v,.i ) .

=>

z e ri(Int cz u;,)

and

z e Cl Int Cl VYi for some i

=>

ze Intczu;.• riClintCZV.,
y,

IntClV

which is a contradiction.
We see that
xeU, F c V and Int Cl Un Int Cl V=+.
2.6 Theorem.Xis &-T1 space if and only if{%} is ro*-closed set for all xeX.
Proof. Necessary condition. Suppose Xis a &-T1 space.
Then we have to show that {x} is ro*-closed in X. Let y e Cl ro*{x}.
If yn then 3 two open sets U and V with xell, yeV such that x E Int Cl V,
Yf£.Int Cl U.
We see that a contradiction.
Hence Clro * {x} =x

=>
{x} is ro*-closed.
Sufficient Condition. Suppose that {x} is ro* -closed set.
To show that Xis &-T 1 space, take x;;=y, x E Clro*{y}, y E Clro*{x}.

By definiton of ro*-closed set 3 open sets U and V such that xeU, yeV

{x}ri Int Cl V

=

+,

=>

x e IntClV,

=>

Xis a &-T1 space.

{y}rilnt ClU = +,

y f£. Int Cl U
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2.7 Definition. A space Xis called o-regular at a point xEX if for every closed
subset C of X not containing x, there exists open sets U and V such that
xeU, CcV and Int Cl Un Int Cl V=<f>.
2.8 Propositon. Let X be a space, then Xis &-regular if for an open set G of X and
xeX, 3 an open set H of X satisfying

x EH s;;;; Int Cl H s;;;; G.
Proof. Let X be a 8-regular space and G be an open set of X, xEX to prove there
exists an open set H of X satisfying x e H s;;;; Int Cl H s;;;; G.
Let x e G then x ~ X-G
X-G is closed set, take C=X-G and x~C.
Since X is 8-regular, Int Cl Un Int Cl V

= +, Int Cl U n V = +,

IntClUs;;;;X-Vs;;;;X-C=G.
We have
xeU s;;;;IntClU s;;;;G.
Let us take U= H then xeH s;;;; IntClH s;;;; G.
Hence proved.
2.9 Definiton. Let X be a space. Then X is called a &-normal space if for two
closed set F 1 and F 2 of X there exist two open sets U 1 and U 2 of X satisfying
F 1s;;;;U1, F 2s;;;;U2 with
Int Cl U1 n Int Cl U2 =$.
2.10 Propositon. Let X be a topological space. Then Xis 8-normal if for a closed
set C of X and an open set G of X satisfying Cs;;;;G there exists an open set H of X
with
C <;;JI s;;;; Int Cl H s;;;; G.
Proof. Assume that X is 8-normal.
Let C be a closed set of X and G be an open set of X with Cs;;;;G

=>

C nX-G=$.
Since G is open and X-G is closed set of X, by the hypothesis there exist
two open sets U and Vof X satisfying Cs;;;;U, X-Gs;;;;V and Int Cl Un Int Cl V=$
=>
Int Cl Un V=$
=>
Int Cl U s;;;;X-V s;;;; G.
It means that
Cs;;;; U s;;;;IntCl Us;;;; G.
Taking U=H
Cs;;;; H s;;;; Int Cl H s;;;; G.
Hence Proved.
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